Unit 1

Grade 4 – Alcohol, Tobacco, or Other Drugs (ATOD)

SOLs:
4.1.L Compare the short- and long-term consequences of alcohol, tobacco, inhalant, and
other drug use.
4.1.M Identify effective verbal and nonverbal communication skills to resist/refuse
alcohol, tobacco, inhalants, and other drugs.
4.2.E Describe why individuals choose to use or avoid alcohol, tobacco, inhalants, and
other drugs.
4.2.F Describe the effects of peer pressure on use of alcohol, tobacco, inhalants, and
other drugs.
4.2.G Demonstrate refusal skills.
4.3.D Analyze prevention resources for avoiding alcohol, tobacco, inhalants, and other
drugs.
4.3.E Determine the importance of resistance/refusal skills in saying no to alcohol,
tobacco, inhalants, and other drugs.

Title:

ATOD Risks and Refusal

Objectives/ Goals: Students will consider the consequences of ATOD and gain strategies to
avoid peer pressure.They will also learn about prevention resources.

Materials:




Various reference handouts
Paper, poster board, writing instruments
Materials referenced in the Drug Abstinence Skills Activity, PE Central.

Procedure:


Consequences of ATOD Use
Discuss the short and long term physical consequences of alcoho, tobacco, inhalant and
other drug use; long term effects of various drugs including alcohol and tobacco may
include heart disease, cancer, lung disease, liver damage, reproductive damage, birth
defects, and death. Short term physical effects can include bad breath, smelly hair and
clothes, staining and rotting of teeth, decreased lung capacity and lost athletic ability,
coughing, asthma, racing heart.
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Information from the worksheet can be used or adapted into an activity where students
connect the short and long term effects to the affected part of the body).

http://www.talkaboutalcohol.com/worksheets/science/science_worksheet_3.pdf
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The following two activities suggested by the National Crime Prevention Council can be
conducted with students to help them think through the impact of ATOD use on personal
life events, future goals, friends/family, school, and community:
1.

Have students draw a timeline on the board for the whole school year.
Include special events planned for each month. Define the word "goal" with the
help of the group. Discuss that important events can be planned by setting realistic
goals.
Brainstorm traits needed to set and reach personal goals (for example, selfconfidence, determination, courage). Distribute a piece of legal-sized paper to each
child. Have them draw a timeline from the time they began school through age 18.
Have the children write or draw past events (such as births, moves, achievements)
and goals for their future. Ask the children to pick a goal and write a paragraph
about what they think they will need to complete this goal. Ask for volunteers to
describe one goal (read the paragraph).
Talk about how alcohol, tobacco, and other drugs would interfere with completion
of these goals or be an obstacle to achievements. Include a discussion of the
harmful effects of drugs.

2.

Draw on the board four concentric circles. Label the innermost circle "Body," the
next circle "Family and Friends," the next "School and Activities," and the
outermost circle "Community." Divide students into four groups and have them
each list the harmful effects of drug use on one area. For example, if people use
drugs, they could damage their brain, damage their relationship with their families,
do poorly in school, and end up stealing from others to get money to buy drugs.
Have each group share their harmful effects with the entire class. Ask the groups if
they can think of any other harmful effects to add to each circle.







Addiction is preventable and treatable. Encourage students to talk to their parents,
teachers, counselors, and other trusted adults if they or someone they know needs help.
Resisting ATOD Use
To further emphasize a healthy, drug free lifestyle, have students brainstorm a list of fun
alternatives to drinking and drug use, and create a commercial for one of the activities
from the list that encourages others not to use ATOD, inhalants, or other drugs (Source: On
The Rocks Resource Guide). Students can further their commitment to healthy lifestyles
by taking home and signing the pledge on the next page (Source: Virginia Department of
Alcoholic Beverage Control in their Elementary School Guide ).
Peer pressure has such a significant influence on many types of behaviors including the
choice to drink or use drugs and the student will have to stand up for themselves and
make the right choice, spending time with positive friends, saying no and walking away
when risky or wrong situations happen. To be able to actually do this, however, it is critical
for students to practice refusal skills before being put in a situation where they have to use
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them.



Following are some options for students to practice refusal skills:

1. The National Education Association (NEA) offers suggests a lesson, Practice Saying No, in
which teachers prepare scenarios in which students are offered alcohol, tobacco, or other
drugs or asked to condone or otherwise participate in drug behaviors – model the “bad
guy “and read a scenario – have students practice saying no and refusing the offer in their
own words. Once comfortable, students can play the “bad guy” as well. According to NEA,
“there are several keys to teach students about effective refusal. Most important is to say
no and mean it. The next most important step is to say no and mean it again and again and
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again. Teach the children that they can, but they don't have to, give a reason. (e.g., That
stuff burns out your brain cells; cigarettes make your breath smell; alcohol is full of empty
calories and has been shown to make you fat). The important thing is for them to realize
that they can say no, and still be absolutely cool. Then what? If the student is with a friend,
he or she should suggest something fun to do (e.g., .Hey, I'm going to ride my bike to the
mall. Want to come?). If the person continues to heckle them, they may need to leave. Have
them look the person in the eye, say the name of the person, and say "no" one more time
loud and clear. Then leave. Teach them, whenever possible in every case to get out of there
and alert a trusted adult right away. Most drugs are illegal, and being caught with someone
who possesses them can carry severe consequences.”
2. The KidsHealth.Org Alcohol, Drugs, and Smoking Teachers Guides provide information to
support ATOD prevention education including a suggestion to have students read articles
on peer pressure and then go into small groups to discuss and act-out various scenarios
and how they would resist/refuse, exit the situation, or get help from adults. (e.g., going to
friend’s house for a project and the friend offers you a bottle of his parent’s beer and says
“have some. I do it all the time and never get caught”; being offered wine/pills at a sleep
over party and being called names when you refuse; going to a friend’s house and his/her
older teen age siblings are sitting around smoking/drinking).
3. The next page provides a more active drug abstinence activity excerpted from PE Central.

Assessment Ideas:



Evaluate participation and responses to chosen activities (e.g., contribution to class
discussion, role-play, development of commercials, participation in PE Central Drug
Abstinence Activity).
Share the following youth resource sites with students’ families and encourage them to sign
the parent/student contract: www.kidshealth.org , http://www.cdc.gov/bam/body/,
https://www.toosmarttostart.samhsa.gov/tweens/default.aspx ,
https://www.girlshealth.gov/substance/index.html
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